Opening day for Major League Baseball is a national event. On April 8, every Major League team must be ready to compete and have its roster pared down to the best players for the year.

As coaches are busy molding their players into shape at training camps in Florida, Texas, California and Arizona, turf managers at major stadiums across the country are busy getting their turf into condition for the opener.

In Atlanta, the Braves' grounds superintendent Sam Newpher has just four weeks to turn his field, buried under mountains of dirt for Motocross, into a Major League quality baseball field. The job requires full cooperation from the Atlanta/Fulton County Stadium Authority and all suppliers.

The stadium, which also hosts the Falcons, the Peach and Freedom Bowls, concerts and Motocross races, was completed in 1965. "The field's original subsurface drainage system hasn't worked very well for years," says Newpher. National television audiences saw the effects of heavy rains on Atlanta/Fulton Country Stadium in 1982 when the Braves were in contention for the Western Division Championship with the Los Angeles Dodgers. "Those games had to be played despite heavy rains," Newpher points out. "We brought in a helicopter to help dry the field for one of the games. It's a credit to Robert Johnson, the person who trained me and still consults for the team, that he was able to keep the field playable with marginal drainage for so many years."

"If you look back, there is no comparison between the way fields were built in 1966 and the way they are today," says Newpher. "The same is true for the majority of natural fields in professional sports stadiums across the country. Prescription Athletic Turf (PAT) wasn't even utilized until 1975."

"Today we have many tools we didn't have just ten years ago. We can totally renovate the field and be ready for an opener in just over four weeks. But, four weeks is all we have, so our new tools have to fit this time frame," Newpher states.

Newpher's schedule leaves little room for error. After the Falcons wrap up their season, the stadium hosts the Peach Bowl, a college bowl game held each New Year's Eve. Two weeks later the stadium helps kick off the Martin Luther King Celebration with the Freedom Bowl, a two-year-old college bowl game. In mid-February, mountains of dirt are brought in and dumped onto the field for Motocross. By the time the field is cleared and new sod is installed half of March is gone. Newpher has less than four weeks before the Braves play their home opener.

The landscape contractor and the sod producer have to work closely with the Stadium Authority and Newpher to make everything snap into place. Fortunately, when Newpher rose from assistant to head grounds superintendent four years ago, he had two talented suppliers, Gray Contracting and Southern Turf Nurseries.

Gray had been working closely with the stadium since it was built, supplying basepath and mound mixes and topdressing. He is one of the few landscape contractors who have worked for the stadium since it was built.
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tractors in the Atlanta area who has sports turf expertise. He does the grading for the Motocross and installs the new subsurface each March.

John is the second generation in the family landscape business. His company has also worked with the Fulton County Board of Education on its many high school fields, the University of Georgia with its modified sand rootzone field, Georgia Tech, the Dallas Cowboy Training Center in Irving, TX, and the Atlanta Falcons at their training facility in Suwannee, GA.

The Stadium Authority, Gray and Newpher work closely with Southern Turf Nurseries of Tifton, GA. President and agronomist Tim Bowyer and assistant vice president Turner Gibson assist in planning for the field. This committee came up with the idea of custom growing sod containing both Tifway (419) and perennial ryegrass. This takes the pressure off getting the bermuda out of dormancy by the first week of April. The ryegrass protects the dormant bermuda until the sod knits fully and temperatures rise.

In May, Newpher’s crew verticuts the field and gradually lowers the cutting height to discourage the remaining ryegrass.

From their experience with a modified sand field at the University of Georgia, Gray and Gibson suggested incorporating sand into the root zone every year. Following 18 sports TURF Circle 220 on Postage Free Card

Motocross, the excess dirt is removed from the field and sand is mixed into the top eight inches of soil. The amount of sand ranges from one to four inches depending upon the texture of the soil. The sod is installed and topdressed with more sand. Gibson is careful to use the right sand and tests it before use for size and content.

Newpher is considering deep aeration as a temporary solution to his subsurface problems. He’d like to get the core holes down eight inches into the soil to encourage deeper rooting of the bermudagrass.

The injection pump was installed in less than a day providing Atlanta with new flexibility in fertilization.

Newpher and committee are trying to work out the details and timing for rootzone reconstruction with Atlanta/Fulton County Stadium Manager T. Herman Graves. “Timing will be essential in rebuilding the field with the current schedule,” says Gray. Newpher believes that nothing is impossible and is looking for a way to meet the stadium’s schedule and rebuild the field with a modified PAT design. One thing is clear, Newpher wants a natural field.

In 1983, Gray and Newpher sighted another tool to improve the playing surface, chemigation. “We’d get the field in top shape for a two-week homestand,” says Newpher, “and then, since we couldn’t apply granular chemicals for two weeks, we’d watch the field go downhill. With poor drainage we had to be very careful when we watered in granular fertilizers and pesticides.”

“I’d only been head grounds superintendent for one year when I went to a turf seminar put on by Mantek. Johnson taught me a great deal during the eight years I was his assistant, but now I was responsible and had to learn as much as possible from other sources. Mantek’s Dr. Ed Kajihiro described a system which could inject the needed fertilizer and pesticides through the Stadium’s 17-year-old Rain Bird irrigation system. It sounded like a good solution to many different problems, but I was apprehensive.”
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When Turner Gibson spoke at the seminar the following year and heard Kajihiro describe chemigation as an important complement to granular chemical applications, he understood Newpher's interest. Together, with great apprehension, Newpher and Gibson decided to go ahead and install the pump and try chemigation. Kajihiro took soil samples, had them analyzed and put together a program of fertilizers and micronutrients for the Braves.

"Instead of stacks of bagged fertilizer in our storage area, we now have just six 55-gallon drums of prescribed liquid fertilizer," Newpher boasts. The pump and injector was installed in the control room in less than one day with a double back-flow preventer. Newpher's apprehension quickly faded as the benefits of the system became apparent. The whole installation cost less than $3,000.

"We discovered that the output of our irrigation system was greater than we thought," says Newpher. "We made the adjustment easily and found that all 17 stations distributed the nutrients satisfactorily without any evidence of overapplication. In fact, we were able to reduce irrigation frequency and cycles. Applications that used to take four men half a day could now be accomplished by one person at the controller in 15 minutes.

"We can now fertilize during a two-week homestand or anytime soil tests indicate it's needed. We solved a mid-season cutworm infestation through the system and used it to apply wetting agents twice a month last summer. Furthermore, we have not had a single disease outbreak since we started the chemigation program."

"The most dramatic results are seen with the iron treatment. Within six hours you can see a change in the color of the turf." Kajihiro recommended a 12-4-12 fertilizer with additional applications of ammonium nitrate when needed. "Our only problem has been an unusual, extended rainy period of a week where the fertilizer leached out of the root zone. When the rain stopped we fed the turf back to acceptable levels."

The fertilizer is absorbed by both the leaf surface and the roots as it leaches into the root zone. "The parts per million applied through the irrigation system virtually eliminates the chance of burning the turf."

"We avoided problems and were able to make adjustments to the program when necessary," Newpher notes. "We've been able to irrigate the field in less time, and fertilization has become more efficient. It's been a great system for us."
like a granular fertilizer might do on dew covered turf, Newpher states.

"With chemigation I can get the field up to a ten and keep it there," states Newpher. "With granulars I'd get the field to a ten and then watch it fall to a six before being able to make another fertilizer application."

"My original concern was in areas where three irrigation heads threw water. But, my concern was unfounded since these areas look no different than those reached by a single head."

As baseball season ends, Newpher and the Braves' crew assist the Stadium Authority the turf maintenance tasks for the Falcons. During baseball season the field is cut with a Ransomes 213D, but the Falcons use a pull-behind reel gang during football season.

The Falcons do not want the field aerified as often as the Braves do. Prior to the Falcon's opener, the field is overseeded with Pennant perennial ryegrass using a cyclone spreader pulled by a turf truckster. We go over the field after seeding with the reel gang so the rollers press the seed down for soil contact. "The finer blade and darker color of Pennant from Sunbelt Seed, a division of STN, is preferable to annual ryegrass," says Newpher.

Newpher uses a motorized sand trap rake to groom the base paths. He is careful not to leave the tarp on the field. "The tarp acts like an oven and bakes the 50:50 clay/sand base path mix into a brick-hard surface. By pulling the tarp up quickly after rains and using the trap rake to cultivate the base paths we cut down on base path maintenance."

"Our field cover is ten-ounce vinyl and usually holds up well for three seasons. It weighs 2,700 lbs. dry, but the wet weight is considerably greater."

Newpher and Gray were quite impressed with the Sports Turf Manager's Association sessions during the recent Golf Course Superintendents Association of America Show in San Francisco. "I've never seen so many experts in one place at one time helping sports turf managers," Newpher exclaims. "But the best part was being able to talk to other major league turf managers. When I returned from the conference I spoke with the Braves' management about encouraging our minor league turf managers to join STMA."

The day after Motocross ends, the mountains of dirt are hauled away and the field is prepared for sodding. Opening day is less than five weeks away.
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